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Programme title: The Miracle of Berlin
Genre: TV Movies/Drama
Episodes: 1 x 105’
Rights: Worldwide
Description: Set in East Berlin before the fall of the Wall, this is an intense
account of a ravaged family whose loyalties and beliefs are shaken to the core.
Ship of No Return - The Final Voyage of the "Gustloff"

Episodes 2 x 90'
Rights Worldwide
Distributor ZDF Enterprises
Produced by UFA Film-produktion
Synopsis Based on actual events, this gripping two-parter portrays the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff, which claimed over 9,000 victims in the final months of WW II.

Messages from Nature

Episodes 5 x 52'
Rights Worldwide
Distributor ZDF Enterprises
Produced by various
Synopsis These fascinating wildlife films shows some of the surprising things nature is willing to do if we'll let it, and how nature can work with us if we want to.
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